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INTRODUCTION
Overview
My name is Honor Dalrymple, at the time of applying to the Zibby Garnet Travel Fellowship I had recently
graduated as Student of the year from The Chippendale School of Design, Restoration and Furniture Making.
Going on to work freelance as a furniture maker producing bespoke commissions.
Before changing my career path I received an MEng in Civil Engineering from The University of Bristol and
worked as a Structural engineer at Price and Myers in London. It was through working on a projected with the
architecture firm Allies and Morrison that I met Anna Joynt, a member of the board of trustees for The ZGTF
who told me about the fellowship and encouraged me to apply.

Intensive Japanese Kanna Course
For sometime I have followed Shinobu Kobayashi on Instagram. He is a Japanese man who studied furniture
making and design in Sweden and since has lived in Melbourne, Australia for fifteen years. At the beginning of
this year he was advertising a course to intensively learn how to set up, tune and use traditional Japanese
hand planes. The course was one week and took place in the Japanese ‘Alps’ outside a town called Kiso in
the Nagano prefecture.
Perhaps contrarily I was intending to apply for the ZGTF before I had a placement or course to attend. The two
applications almost coincided. First I received an invitation to interview from the ZGTF board. I accepted even
though I had not heard back from Shinobu as to whether I had received a place on the course. Serendipitously
before I went for the interview I got an email from Shinobu with a place as one of eight students for the course.
I knew this was a true once in a lifetime opportunity.
The course cost 280,000 Yen which at the time of paying was £1927.14 for a fully inclusive week of teaching,
accommodation and food. I am extremely grateful to The Zibby Garnet Travel Fellowship for awarding me a
grant of £1000 to put towards the cost of the course. I would not have been in the position to even apply to
the course without the possibility of receiving part of the cost from this grant. I was also given a month off
paying my workshop rent, £350, this paid for half of my flights. The remainder of the course and travel I funded
myself from savings and income from my business.

Travel
As Japan is a long way to go for one week I flew via Hong Kong to visit a friend who lives there and extended
my time in Japan to have 10 days travelling; further in to the mountains for a few nights, five nights in Kyoto,
one day in Nara, a night in a Buddhist temple in Koya-san and the last couple of nights in Osaka before flying
home.

INTENSIVE JAPANESE KANNA COURSE
Kiso, Japan
The course took place in the mountainous region of Kiso in the Nagano Prefecture which is located on the
main island of Japan called Honshu.

Kiso Area

Honshu Island

Nagano Prefecture

Community Centre

Hilltop Hotel

Kiso Area

The course took place in the mountainous region of Kiso which is famous for Hinoki Cypress, a tree that is
considered sacred. It is very durable and preserves well hence has been used in Japan for building shrines and

temples since ancient times. It has a beautiful distinctive aroma and is therefore used for all sorts of
woodworking.
We had been told to meet at 2pm on the 3rd July at Kiso-Fukushima train station. Once everyone had arrived
we were taken to the community centre where the teaching would take place. This was an old school and it
was a beautiful wooden building that really set the cultural background.

Work bench on arrival

Day one Induction

The Community Centre

Accommodation - The Hilltop Hotel

View from my room at The Hilltop Hotel

Morning hike to a river near the Hilltop hotel

The Classroom

That evening we were taken to our accommodation (see map on page 4). The Hilltop Hotel which is aptly
named at the very end of a very rural track up a hill on the next door valley. This is where we were given
breakfast and supper each day by the hotel owner, who also doubled as our driver to the community centre
each day.

Daily Routine
6.30am

Often I would wake up and go for a short hike with other people on the course

7.30am
8.15am

Breakfast at Hilltop Hotel
Leave in bus to Community Centre

9am
9.10am

Mokutou
Start morning lessons

12.30pm
1.30pm

Japanese style lunch at Community centre cafe
Afternoon lessons

5pm
5.30pm

Tidy up and end of teaching,
Mokutou to end the day, bus back to Hilltop hotel

Bento box lunch - day two

Home made cold soba noodles for dipping - day five

The course aim was to teach us as much as possible about Japanese hand planes in the very short five full
days. However it was just important to the teacher, Shinobu, that he taught us something about the Japanese
culture and in particular the culture of Japanese craftsmen.
This started with addressing Shinobu as Sensei during the time we were learning. Sensei is Japanese for
Master or teacher but it true Japanese style it is so much more. It is a form of showing honour and respect to
the person who is passing on their knowledge to you.
Secondly we would begin and end the day with Mokutou. When directly translated in to English this means
silent prayer. Really it is more a type of meditation and positive thinking. Imagining how your day will pan out,
what you hope to achieve and how you plan to achieve it. Similarly at the end of the day it is thinking back
over what you did that day and letting it sink in to your mind to absorb the knowledge.

Mokutou

Mokutou
Sensei:

MOKUTOU!

(Mock - Toe)

This is followed by approximately a minute of sitting over bent knees with your palms on your thighs and most
importantly your eyes closed. I listened to the sound of the nearby river and used these times to really think
about why I was there and why I had been given this opportunity to expand my furniture making skills.
Sensei:

YAME!

(Ya-may)
Students: (open eyes)

Sensei:

REI!

(Ray)
Students: (bow)

Kanna
To explain the Japanese
terminology that I will use in this
report:
Kanna is the japanese word for
hand plane. They come in many
different shapes, sizes and
configurations for lots of different
woodworking tasks.
The parts of a Kanna can be
broken down in to three parts.

Arigatou Gozimasu

Chip breaker

Blade

Dai (body)

The Dai is the body of the plane. It is made from Kashi,
a Japanese white oak that is incredibly strong and

Dark grey high carbon steel

relatively stable.
Japanese blades are forged differently to western tools.
The majority if the blade is made using a low carbon
steel. This means it is a soft metal that is manipulable
and quicker to grind or sharpen away. Laminated to the
front section underneath is high carbon steel. A much
harder metal that once sharpened will hold an incredibly
sharp edge for far longer than a normal western blade.

Uradashi and Uraoshi
For the first couple of days we concentrated solely on
the blade and chip breaker of the smoothing kanna.
To tune the blade the underside (outside edge) must be
completely flat and level. The bevel must also be one smooth flat surface.

Main body
Low carbon steel

To start you must check how flat the base of your blade is from the maker. This is done by burnishing it against
a rectangular slab of hard steel - The Kanna Ban. There will be a few parts that will shine up. This indicates
where the high and low points are. Due to the way the blade is constructed to pull down the low points you
need to peen the top half of the blades bevel. This is done against a Kanna Doko. Kanna doko is the
Japanese word for a cubic lump of very soft steel. By creating a chamfered corner on the kanna doko you can
strike the top half of the bevel with a hammer slowly pushing down the softer low carbon steel. This
process in Japanese is called Uradashi.

Kanna Doko

Honing on Kanna Ban

Peening against Kanna Doko

An iterative process then follows of peening against the Kanna
Doko and polishing against the Kanna Ban with a fine powder
(Kongosha) mixed with water to create a honing paste. This
goes round and round until the base is completely and utterly
flat.
Now we must flatten the bevel, including removing out all
peening marks that were created to flatten the base. In Japan
this is called uraoshi. We do this by freehand sharpening on
whetstones. Sensei only uses three levels of grit. 700, 1200 and
6000.
The 700 is purely a lapping stone to flatten the 1200 and 6000.
You would never grind the blade on it as it is too aggressive.
We used the 1200 until we have on single smooth flat plane.
This is easier to say than do. Sensei was an excellent teacher and
had a very good technique I had not been taught before. The hardest thing to correct was the ability to stay
flat and not rock the blade as you move around the stone, which creates a convex bevel. When the bevel is a
single flat plane, ideally with consistent scratch marks all in the same direction we moved up to the 6000
whetstone for final polishing. Ideally at this stage you would remove all the scratch marks from the 1200 stone.
However this is not essential for a beginner. The time on
this stone should not be very long. You are now honing the
blade not grinding it down anymore.
The first two days and even some of day three was spent
going round this iterative process and then flattening the
bevel. Once we had finished with our smoothing kanna
blade we moved on to the chip breaker, once we had
finished the chip breaker there was the scraping kanna
blade and then on to the tiny convex shaping kanna blade
and chip breaker.

Bevel flattening technique

My flattened blade

Dai
Now the blade is prepped it is time to sort the Dai out. A good quality maker of dal’s will think about what part
of the tree they are using. The direction of the grain is important to think about as if it warps you want it to
warp leaving two points of contact on the base of the Dai as in the diagram below.

To prep the Dai the first step is to check the fit of the blade and chip breaker in the dai to see how the maker
has left it. The maker tends to fit the blade to about 70% but it is important for the user to complete the fit
themselves. Using pencil on the blade and test fitting shows the areas where it is too tight. Using a chisel you
carefully scrape some wood away from the dai. Continually checking until the blade is tight but not too tight.
Next the base needs to be flattened. This was done by attaching a high grit sand paper (360/400) to a flat
piece of glass. Using a straight edge you check in all directions that you have a completely flat base of the dai
with the blade and chip breaker in place but not pushed right through. As the pressure of the blade and chip
breaker can have an effect on the shape of the dai base.
However once the base of the main smoothing kanna is flat you now actually want to take ‘back’ most of the
base leaving three high spots as the reference points. This reduces the friction against the surface that is being
planed, which allows for a very steady even pull of the
kanna. The photo below shows the three marked off
sections approximately 1cm thick and the width of the
kanna. They are located at the very front, very back
and just in front of the blade.
Once the sections are marked out you use the scraper
plane (pictured), which has been prepped in the same
way but leaving the base entirely flat, to reduce the
level of the remaining parts of the base.
The last fitting check is to make sure the ‘ears’ of the
blade have enough space to allow the wood shavings
to escape. If they need adjusting you grind them back
until they are the same width as the chip breaker.
Base of dai marked out

Traditional Japanese woodworking style

Throughout the week we worked in the traditional Japanese style of wood working which is done on the floor
with a very well designed bench. There is no vice, but you use your foot to hold the work in place

Sensei tuning the dai

Tuning The Kanna
The remaining time on the course was spent learning to
tune and use the kanna. This is a careful process that is
learnt through doing. A genno (japanese name for
hammer) is used to manipulate the position of the blade
and the chip breaker until it is JUST coming through the
base of the dai. The amount is so tiny that it takes some
training to be able to spot it by eye. The chip breaker
should also be < 0.5 mm from the tip of the blade. For
the smoothest pass you are aiming for 0.2 mm gap
between tip of blade and tip of chip breaker.
Getting used to the correct position to use the kanna
also involved practice. The right amount of downward
pressure versus pulling pressure.
Quite quickly we were making very good shavings from
the practice Hinoki cedar. Hinoki is the local cedar grown
in the Kiso region.

Tuning the kanna using Genno (hammer)

Practicing using our kannas

At the very end of the course `Sensei allowed us to use his kanna once to see what it could feel like

End of course exam

Our individual shavings

CONCLUSION
End of course Exam
On the final day Sensei set us an exam. It was very strict to give a sense of the Japanese apprenticeship
culture. The schedule can be seen on the previous page.

Photos from my exam

The test was hard. We were marked out of 5 for each stage; condition of blade, chip breaker and dai, shaving
position and the final shaving. The pass rate was 19/25! This led to a tense morning. To add to the difficulty for
the test the piece of wood was wider than the blade. This make getting a full length, full width shaving much
harder than on our small thinner practice piece.
However all was successful and all but one person in our group got marks above the pass rate. We all got
given hand written certificates.

Group photo with hand written certificates

The whole week was an amazing experience! Something I will never forget and most importantly I learnt so
much, far more than I hoped I would be able to learn. It has been so influential to my work both in how I finish
my furniture pieces and the practice I have in daily workshop life. The Kanna is so sharp that it is able to
cleanly slice through the wood fibres. This results in a surface that has a natural sheen and a natural
protection. I also have found that my time in Japan and learning about their design history has influenced the
design of my furniture.
Lastly my confidence as a furniture maker has flourished. The support from The Zibby Garnett Travel
Fellowship is the sole reason I had the ability to apply for this course in the first place. I cannot thank them
enough.

Thank you

A cassone that I finished using my smoothing kanna

